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we are pleased to announce the availability
of slurm versions 15.07.1, 15.08.6, and

17.01.2, which includes a series of recent
bug fixes and small user-visible

enhancements, and a fix for a recently
discovered security vulnerability

(cve-2018-10045).a pdf preview of the slurm
documentation is available here.downloads
are available here.slurm version 17.2 fixes a

regression introduced in the prior 17.1
release which made it easier to create a bad

system state on a system already
compromised. in other words, the issue is

similar to the one we described in the
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introduction of this post. slurm version 17.1
introduced a "move without release"

behavior for the slurmadd program. in
addition, users should be aware that the
slurmd daemon now takes over upon the
failure of a node in an active pool. if, for

some reason, you need to terminate one or
more compute nodes, you can do so via

scontrol, which is part of slurmctld. slurm
versions 16.05.6 and 17.00.1 are no longer
supported. they only remain available as a
precaution in the event of certain issues

arising with the remaining releases.
downloads are available here. we are

pleased to announce the availability of slurm
release candidate version 22.05rc1.to
highlight some new features coming in

22.05: support for dynamic node addition
and removal support for native cgroup/v2
operation newly added plugins to support

hpe slingshot 11 networks
(switch/hpe_slingshot), and intel xe gpus

(gpu/oneapi) added new
acct_gather_interconnect/sysfs plugin to
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collect statistics from arbitrary network
interfaces expanded and synced the set of

environment variables available in the prolo
g/epilog/prologslurmctld/epilogslurmctld

scripts added --prefer option to job
submissions to allow for a soft constraint
request to influence node selection this is

the first release candidate of the upcoming
22.05 release series, and represents the end

of development for this release, and a
finalization of the rpc and state file formats.if

any issues are identified with this release
candidate, please report them through the
slurm bugzilla against the 22.05.x version
and we will address them before the first

production 22.0 release is made.please note
that the release candidates are not intended
for production use.a preview of the updated
documentation can be found here.downloads

are available here.
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world of social media. Whats amazing is that
the companys online activity can be easily
accessed, using a few online tools. Whats

amazing is that hundreds of users are
dumping data online with no intention of

ever watching over their shoulder. Facebook
does an incredible job of keeping its users

data private, but thats really no security. Its
a illusion of privacy, and its an illusion of
security. Facebooks privacy policies are

almost impossible to enforce, and its lack of
a encryption system that would make online

data harder to hack makes the companys
systems nearly as vulnerable as average
email. Facebook is a big company, and its

difficult to keep up with its long list of
privacy policies and security promises. While
you might be able to find the programs you
need, the process might be complicated, or
you might not be able to figure out how to

use the programs. Its a costly and dangerous
problem to have, and it highlights Facebooks
tremendous lack of security. Facebook is a

great thing, and thats why you should
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always avoid posting any sensitive
information there. Posting random material

online might seem harmless, but most
people do not take into account how hackers

can use the information they steal from
them to breach their personal security or to
inflict harmful effects on their lives. http://
means there is a website on the internet
called Facebook. com and you can access

the companys website by entering
http://facebook. com into a web browser on
your computer. There is a default username
of your email address associated with your

account. In that case, its
myname@yourcompany. com. If your not

using the default email address, then enter
your email address in the field. 5ec8ef588b
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